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The city building game has been around for decades. Although combat and console games have been a priority for many teenagers and even adults, the city's construction games still thrive. Whether it's a futuristic skyscraper paradise, a village refuge or just make a traffic-free metropolis. These building
games allow players to trickle into a virtual space to enjoy the power of creating, designing and even steering virtual citizens at the tip of their finger. This rewarding addictive game does is escapism made especially for those seeking relief from the harsh reality; create a virtual reality that them' imagine.
Though you might be surprised that even some government agencies use city-building games to simulate road traffic. Primarily to improve the city organization with alternative solutions to ease traffic congestion during rush hour. As the city's building games pile up on the Internet, we curated the 10 best
city building games of 2019 to help you put your architectural and design specialty to use. *The game title in the list is not based on the sequence or ranking. Platform: PC, PS4, Switch and Xbox One Developer: Colossal Order Publisher: Paradox Interactive Cities: Skylines was released on the PC four
years ago and was finally released to the consoles a few years later. It features an open city-building simulation where players can perform urban planning to develop their created cities using various strategy, including - zoning, road location, taxation, public service and public transportation. Like any
other city building game, players have to learn how to balance the city's budget, health for citizens, employment rates and even pollution levels. But players can even go all out with sandbox mode, which removes any restrictions that limit the city's development. That's why players give more creative
freedom in developing their city. Platform: PC, PS4 and Xbox One Developer: 11-bit Studios Publisher: 11-bit Studios Created by a group of independent game developers, Frostpunk differs from the typical city building gaming properties. With more than just building layout, Frostpunk however offers a
more depressing tone. Set in a post-apocalyptic world, Forstpunk features the volcanic winter that has devastated the land that led to widespread crop failure and deaths. Players step in as the leader of the city aim to keep the city alive from the extreme temperature. And the duty is to make sure
resources are met. Thus, the game focuses on harvesting activities like coal digging, food hunting, tree collection, building for a living. Frostpunk perfectly perfects the mix of survival and politics seamlessly, where players are required to impose law and commands in an orderly manner. Primarily to avoid
an outcry from citizens. Although it may be more depressing, it keeps the hours Especially for the exciting campaigns that offer narrative stories. The endless mode, on the other hand, provides customizable promotions to keep the game enticing. Platform: PC Developer: Blue Byte Publisher: Ubisoft In
Anno 2205, the game includes the theme of human expansion into space. Anno 2205 focuses more on real-time strategy aspects apart from urban building, as it involves some combat scenarios such as sea battles. But city building elements remain as you develop your areas to produce resources and
trade in goods with other cities. Anno 2205 features a story campaign, sandbox mode and multiplayer. A blueprint mode was recently introduced to help players plan their building structures with silhouette drawings around the city. Although the game is only available on the PC (Microsoft Windows), but
there are several spin-off titles for portable consoles and smartphones. Platform: PC, PS4 and Xbox One Developer: Limbic Entertainment Publisher: Kalypso Media The Tropico series puts players in a more challenging and competitive game mode. With a complicated urban building strategy with a
combination of all aspects of construction, management and political simulation. Created by German developer Limbic Entertainment, Tropico 6 puts players in the modern age when they play the role of El Presidente – the head of the Caribbean island (Tropico). There are several eras in a game; Colonial,
world wars, Cold War and modern. Players can expand their territory by building an archipelago of small islands and connecting them with bridges. Platform: PC, PS4 and Xbox One Developer: Haemimont Games Publisher: Paradox Interactive Surviving Mars takes players into the red planet. Here,
players must colonize the area and set up their base to survive. Like the title, it's about survival. In this colony building game, players must prepare in manufacturing resources; Create domes for expansion, build buildings to unleash new tech. At the end of the day, citizens must be managed to keep them
safe and satisfied. The catch is there are different events that happen in the colony. Challenges like plagues, war, citizen rebellion certainly keep players scratching their head to unlock the next chapters. Platform: PC Developer: Shining Rock Software Publisher: Shining Rock Software One of the older
games in the lot, Banished combines resource management and survival strategic challenges to take on the village building genre. In an isolated community, players must find ways to make their settlement or village thrive. And with more exiled travelers appearing, the difficulty goes up to challenging
someone in resource management. However, if you need a similar comparison, Sims' mechanism comes close to equality. To add, the citizen of this game has a lifetime. Even if you thought you had managed to control The city, the extra difficulties of bringing this village to life have brought this game to a
whole new level. Platform: PC, PS4 and Xbox One Developer: Mothership Entertainment Publisher: Team17 Aven Colony is another space-themed colony building game. Surviving in an alien planet, the goal of this game is to eventually create a human settlement and colonized the entire planet. To thrive
in this game, players have to build and expand their colony from scratch. The continuing challenges will test their urban planning experience. While many other factors such as environmental conditions such as storms and toxic gas can be an affecting factor to the game's outcome. Note that random
threats can happen. The added plot of the game as alien attacks requires players to set up defensive structures to fend off any incoming invasions. Unlike all other city building games, aven colony is perfect for those who prefer futuristic graphics. Platform: PC, PS4, Mobile, Switch and Xbox One
Developer: Introversion Software Publisher: Introversion Software To break the mold, players prison architect will likely become warden instead of your usual city mayor in urban planning games. Inspired by different games, it offers a lot of unique mechanics, but still maintain this central experience of a
city builder. Players are responsible for managing the prison in all verticals. From building more cells, facilities upgrade to staff recruitment. Apart from that, the difficulty level can be increased by adding conditions like simulated temperature and gang activities. Originally launched on the PC, it has now
spawned to different platforms and even on mobile phones like Android and Linux. Platform: PC, PS4, Switch and Xbox One Developer: Two Point Studios Publisher: Sega Similar city building game on another perspective, the Two Point Hospital is heavily stressed on resource management and facilities
upgrade. Two Point Hospital provides another refreshing take in the genre from standard city simulation games. A spiritual sequel to the classic Themed Hospital game in the late 90s, players will be put in charge of a fictional hospital where they make sure patients are cured. From fictional to comical
disorders diseases. And just like in any city-building game, construction facilities are needed to unlock new tech. Eventually, the expansion of hospital rooms is used to house more patients and staff to keep the hospital in good maintenance. The PC version is already available with console ports arriving
later this year. Platform: Mobile Developer: Codebrew Games Publisher: Codebrew Games The only mobile-utilizing game from the list, Pocket City can package a lot of content for a city that controls the game, even from a small platform. Heavily inspired by Sim City titles, players are committed to
building structures and expand the city. While keeping the necessities to keep Happy. A free version is available for download, but the cost of the full version will unlock sandbox mode and other more features. The funny thing is that Pocket City doesn't have any microtransactions that are common in most
of the mobile games available. Final thoughts on City Building GamesWho says city building games are boring? These top 10 best city building games prove they can be exciting and challenging too. If you're not convinced, download one of these games and take on the challenge of building your unique
empire. Note that the dependency is real! Have you played any of these? Let us know your thoughts, we love to hear from you... City life is not always a walk in the park (unless you are actually walking through a park, it is). It's noisy, crowded, and commutes can be frustrating. If only there was a way to
design the perfect city to end all your urban problems... Related: Cities Skylines Expansion Builds Amusement Parks, Zoos and Wildlife Preserves Fortunately, game designers feel your pain and for years they've given us an outlet to play God and construct our very own utopias. Why defy the real streets
when you can just build your own to go anywhere your heart wants? We've built our very own list of Top 10 City Building Games of All Time, so you can find the best way to create a world all your own. Last Updated: December 20, 2019 to include 5 more of the best city-building games ever. 15 Cities XL
Cities XL deserves a place on this list solely for how ambitious it was back in the time it was released. On the surface, it seemed to be a simple city-building game, but it had an online multiplayer component which was interesting, to say the least. Cities XL also allowed players to interact with each other in
a persistent planet. Each city belongs to one player, and each player can even trade with others, basically running a simulated world. Unfortunately this online service was closed several months later and Cities XL became just a single-player game instead of an MMO based around city-building. Still, it
was a big deal back in its time and was one of the best-known urban-building games back then before SimCity and Cities: Skylines improved on the 3D by-builder formula. 14 SimCity via ea.com SimCity series has been around for a long time. The first entry in the series goes back almost 30 years. It is
essentially the grandfather of all city-building games and paved the way (no pun intended) for many games to come. These titles are still relevant in the gaming sphere, ranging from PC and consoles to finding a new home on mobile devices. It may not be the most innovative title on this list, but the
formula they created is still solid today and definitely worth your time. See the latest record, SimCity: Buildit, on your mobile phone 13 Valhalla Hills via game.co.uk If Biggest goal in life is to win favor with a Nordic God and earn your place in Valhalla, we've got a game for you! Valhalla Hills is a return to
the popular Settlers game where players will build settlements in an attempt to earn favor with Odin. If you are looking for a more relaxed city building experience, this is one we highly recommend. The colorful, cartoonish art style is appealing and there is less focus on combat than some of our other titles.
You will have to fight for resources with the local Dwarven population and there are some monsters to contend with, but for the most part, you can focus on expanding your Nordic empire. 12 Urban Empire via gamespot Urban Empire is an urban-building sim that takes a slightly different approach. Instead
of focusing on the building aspect, Urban Empire tasks you with advancing your civilization through diplomacy. You spend the majority of your time competing for votes and favors among your citizen. You will build relationships as often as you destroy them, all the while researching ways to improve the
life of your empire. This entry is for players eager to witness the unraveling of a historical family drama rather than participating in a true strategy game. 11 Surviving Mars via windowscentral If space colonies are more your thing, Surviving Mars is a great opportunity to feed explorers in you. You will begin
your journey on Mars, which is currently a barren wasteland. Fortunately, the game provides all the tools required to make it habitable. However, this title is not for the faint-hearted. You will fight the deadly atmosphere, lack of oxygen, and barren soil, making your job even more difficult. Once you have
established a habitable settlement, you will begin to attract people to your colony. It is now your job to ensure their survival and trust us, it is not easy. Get ready to micro-manage! 10 Aven Colony via playstation.com In the Aven Colony, players will face a barrage of alien abnormalities as they try to
establish their otherworldly civilizations. Alien plagues, extreme weather, and hostile species await you as you try to carve out your own little corner of space. Your job as a supervisor is to ensure the survival of your citizens. This involves mining minerals for resources, building hospitals, and maintaining
order. Once your city is stable, the game then introduces larger targets to lure you further. This may include large-scale military operations or exploration missions. 9 The settlers The settlers have always been one of the longest-running hybrid video games in modern history, and it oddly combines urban



building with real-time strategy (RTS) and many other elements from other genres. This depends on which Settler game we're talking about, but The Settlers: Rise of an Empire is one of the rare gems in the franchise. It takes place in a medieval which makes it unique title in this list as well for its ingenuity
alone. It borrows mechanics from civilization games where you get to choose a leader or faction and build your mere plot of land in your own empire through military actions, development, and many more aspects no one present in other city builders. 8 Banished is one of the most unique takes on the city-
building formula for this list as it delves into a setting that is almost unexplored in its genre: medieval era. In this respect, you control a group of exiled travelers in Banished, after which you are forced to build your village and eventually city from scratch after being banished by a feudal lord. This also
makes Banished a survival title on top of a city-builder – something you don't normally experience in city-builder games. The game itself does so, so your primary resource is city dwellers who get old, get sick, and even die, making managing them an important element of this game. It is worth playing
alone for its unique take. 7 Planet Base via gamepyro Continues with our space theme, we have Madruga Works' Planet Base. All the usual suspects are here: base building, resource management, and citizen satisfaction. Where Planet Base stands out is its different types of planets. The game allows
you to choose from 4 different planets, each with increasing difficulties and different environmental dangers to contend with. For example, the frozen planet will set you up against temperatures below freezing, while Storm Planet will hit you with a deluge of storm effects. It's up to you to keep your pioneers
alive long enough to create a stable and deterable colony. 6 Frostpunk via gaming bolt Frostpunk, as the title suggests, focuses on the importance of heat and surviving the harsh cold. In an alternative version of history, humanity has been defeated by climate change and has been forced to contend with
extreme cold that has decimated most of the planet. The narrative is grim, to be sure. As the leader of humanity's last hope, use the small resources left to try to construct a refuge to keep the dwindling population alive. Frostpunk is not for the weak will and will challenge you both technically and morally.
As the story unfolds, you will be confronted with difficult choices that will ultimately change the world around you. The level of depth and storytelling in Frostpunk is rarely seen in this genre. 5 Anno 2070 via gamerspack Get games are as addictive in nature as Anno 2070. The game intrigues players using
the 'carrot-on-a-stick' method that rewards you consistently the more you play. Set in the not so distant future, Anno 2070 players allow to reshape civilization after disasters have decimated much of the planet (we sense a common theme). There's little something for everyone at major economies to
manage, warfare among others and deep gameplay. No, seriously, you can build a city underwater! Embrace the future and build a new world. 4 Tropico 5 via denofgeek Tropico is a much easier take on the urban-building genre than our last few items. That is, it is much more comical in nature. The
gameplay here is still complex enough to keep you occupied for hours. In Tropico 5, you begin as governor of the Victorian era, with aspirations to become the El Presidente of your ever-changing island nation. You will lead the inhabitants of your tropical paradise through the ages as you try to keep your
place in office. You must do whatever it takes to maintain your power, whether it's rigging elections, bribing officials, or flexing your military muscle. Politics will play a big part in this game, so get ready to get dirty. 3 Caesar III Impressions Games have always been veterans of the urban construction, as
many old players will know. Back in their heyday, one of their finest games was Caesar III, in which players take on the role of a classic Roman governor trying to improve your own Roman city or Rome itself amid turmoil and barbaric threats. While the graphics are badly outdated by today's standards,
Caesar III's gameplay is enough to connect many players today, even the young ones. It introduces layer upon layer of mechanics and cause-effect gameplay design, where every improvement or building in your city can initiate a domino effect. Note that it has a steep learning curve. 2 Pharaoh Pharaoh
is another game made by Impressions Games and best sum up it, it is Caesar III, but with an ancient Egyptian skin. It sounds like a derivative bad thing, but Pharaoh is often considered one of the finest urban-building games of its time. Pharaoh also makes some significant changes to its city-building
formula compared to caesar games. Firstly, the players have more control over the management of civilians and their quality of life. Pharaoh also includes many of the quirks of ancient Egyptian culture (such as God worship) and seamlessly combines it into gameplay, making the game appear as a history
lesson as well. If you've ever tried and liked it yourself, there's also an expansion pack that wedges Cleopatra into the game. 1 Cities: Skylines via chrispalic.com The Draw of Cities Skylines, compared to similar games in the genre, is the sheer scale and scope of what this game offers. You don't have to
contend with ground-shattering disasters or warring factions here. Instead, players will focus on building a magnificent city with its own life. The level of micromanagement here is staggering. Designing a fully functioning city means managing taxes, setting up businesses, making use of resources, and of
course it must work. Building roads, transit systems, creating urban zones, laying water pipes, and more awaits you in this city-sim. By the time your city is complete, you will have a sprawling metropolis with a population that lives, works and acts very much as a real world counterpart. There really is no
other city building game that exists with this level of detail. Next: 15 Nintendo games that are completely overrated (and 15 worth a second look) next to the 15 strongest Kanto Pokémon Related topics topics
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